
The following is an example of extracting Lat/Long data from a larger polyline or 
polygon to create a new map object.  

Populated Coastline Methodology 

Problem: Determine the population living within five miles of the Florida 
coastline defined by the Latitude/Longitude pairs—27.455, -80.280 and 28.144, -
80.581. 

1. Create a new MARPLOT layer called “Florida Coastline”. Creating a new layer 
places the layer in active mode with the map drawing tools available. Use 
MenuBar View/Go to Lat/Long . . . to go to point defined by the initial 
Latitude/Longitude pair at scale of 10 miles. Mark the point. Create a new 
arbitrary four point polyline called, “Coastline 27.455, 80.280”, Color = pink and 
Line = double. Export the object as coastline.mie. After exporting, the polyline 
can be deleted. It has served its purpose of creating a shell to contain lat/long data 
that will be obtained in the next step.  

2. In the general area of the marked point, select the closest segment on the polygon 
object that defines Florida. Using Objects/Object Segments . . . , determine the 
number that identifies the segment. In this case, it is segment 2125 0f 3796 
segments. Similarly, locate the segment number closest to the second 
latitude/longitude pair. It is segment 2066. This means that the series of lat/long 
pairs that define the Florida polygon proceed from Segment 2066 in order to 
Segment 2125. We have established the text order in the MIE file for Florida. 

2. Export the State of Florida as florida.mie. Open the file with WordPad. The 
following process is somewhat easier if Word Wrap is turned on. Use Edit/Find to 
find, “28.14”1. Your initial Find may not match the designated lat/long pair Use 
‘Find Again’ (F3) to scroll through the latitude/longitude pairs until a best match 
is found. Use Format/Fonts to place this found vertex in Bold text for easy 
recognition. Similarly locate, “27.45” and its best matched lat/long pair.. Place 
this vertex in Bold. Ignoring that part of the text that reads, “{ To ”, select the text 
bounded by the two Bolded texts and do a ‘Copy’. This graphic is shown below. 

3. Open coastline.mie with WordPad. Select and delete all latitude/longitude data 
immediately following the text, “From ”. Do not include the final bracket as, “ }”. 
Replace this selected text with the text as copied in Paragraph 2., above. This is 
shown below. Save the edited document. 

4. Import the edited coastline.mie into MARPLOT. This is shown below. 

5. With this new coastline polyline in ‘Select’ mode, use Edit/Make New Polygon . . 
to create a new polygon of radius “5 miles” about the polyline. This polygon can 
be used to capture containing Census Blocks and to determine population 
information in LandView. The new coastline polygon resides on the Temporary 

                                                 
1 While our initial search is for Latitudes defined to two decimal places, we could be told that this value is 
not ‘found’. It could be necessary to expand our search up or down by several hundredths. In this case, we 
would expand our search to 28.15 and/or 2813.  



layer in MARPLOT. If it is to be saved for future reference, it needs to be moved 
to a permanent layer. 

6.  The answer, as shown below, is 263, 746. 

7.  This method can be applied to saving a portion of any larger polygon/polyline as 
a new polyline.  

 
Select and Copy the Bolded Text 

 
Replace the lat/long data in the Shell file with the Extracted Data from Florida 



 
The Edited MIE File to be imported back into MARPLOT 

 
The Coastline map object super-imposed on the Florida State Boundary Object 



 
Making the polyline Coastline Map Object into a Polygon 

 
LandView Population Statistics from Block Points within the Coastline Polygon 
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